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Quantum transport through single molecules is essentially affected by molecular vibrations. We investigate
the behavior of the prototype single-level model with weak to intermediate electron-vibron interactions and
arbitrary couplings to the leads. For this, we have developed a nonequilibrium self-consistent theory which
allows us to explore the nonperturbative regime via the nonequilibrium Green function formalism. We show
that the nonequilibrium resonant spectroscopy is able to determine the energies of molecular orbitals and the
spectrum of molecular vibrations. Our results are relevant to scanning tunneling spectroscopy experiments and
demonstrate the importance of the systematic and self-consistent investigation of the effects of the vibronic
dynamics onto the transport through single molecules.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Molecular electronics1–3 is one of the most promising de-
velopments of nanoelectronics, raising new theoretical chal-
lenges and calling for new methodological ideas. The under-
standing of quantum electron transport at the molecular scale
is a key step to future device operation. Recently, the inter-
action of electrons with molecular vibrations attracted enor-
mous attention unveiled by the successful electron transport
experiments with single molecules.4–14 In scanning tunneling
spectroscopy �STS� experiments, clear signatures of the
electron-vibron interaction have been observed.15–18 In these
experiments, both the electron-vibron interaction and the
electron-to-lead coupling are well beyond the perturbation
limit, so that a theory beyond linear response or master equa-
tion approaches is necessary. In this paper, we present such a
theory and discuss the vibronic features in the current-
voltage curves of molecular junctions as a spectroscopic tool.

Resonant electron transport through a molecular orbital
with an electron-vibron interaction at finite voltages is essen-
tially different from the well known off-resonant inelastic
electron tunneling spectroscopy �IETS�. Indeed, in the usual
IETS situation, one typically considers multichannel tunnel-
ing between two bulk metals with continuous density of
states, and an increase of the conductance is observed when
the bias voltage exceeds the threshold determined by the
frequency of a vibrational mode. As we shall see below, in
resonant tunneling through molecular levels coupled to vi-
brons, the situation is very different: In addition to the usual
IETS signal, the inelastic signal can be observed as an extra
peak in the differential conductance or just as a decrease of
the conductance. The resulting signal is determined by the
energy of the electronic state, the vibronic frequency, the
electron-vibron coupling, and the molecule-to-lead coupling.
The position of the molecular energy levels could be
changed by the external gate voltage, but in the STS experi-
ments, the application of the gate voltage is not possible;
instead, the tip-to-molecule distance can be changed, also
changing the molecule-to-tip coupling.16 Thus, it is very im-
portant to investigate quantum transport at arbitrary coupling
to the leads. The simplest model, which properly describes
these peculiarities, is a single-electron level with energy �0

interacting with a single vibron with frequency �0 �Fig. 1�
and coupled to two noninteracting equilibrium electrodes.
The dynamics of this minimal model is described in the pa-
per in a self-consistent formalism, which goes beyond per-
turbation theory.

This paper is organized as follows: After the formulation
of the electron-vibron model �Sec. II� and a brief description
of the method used �Sec. III�, we consider the differential
conductance in the simple single-level model and show the
effects of vibrons at weak and strong coupling to the leads
�Sec. IV�.

II. MODEL

We analyze here the electron-vibron model19,20 by consid-
ering a molecule coupled to free conduction electrons in the
leads by a usual tunneling Hamiltonian. Furthermore, the
electrons are coupled to vibrational modes. The full Hamil-

tonian is the sum of the molecular Hamiltonian ĤM, the

Hamiltonians of the leads ĤR�L�, the tunneling Hamiltonian

ĤT describing the molecule-to-lead coupling, the vibron

Hamiltonian ĤV including electron-vibron interaction and
coupling of vibrations to the environment �describing dissi-
pation of vibrons�

Ĥ = ĤM + ĤV + ĤL + ĤR + ĤT. �1�

FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematic picture of the considered
electron-vibron single-level model, coupled to the left and right
leads.
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A molecule is described by a set of localized states ���
with energies �� and interorbital overlap integrals t�� by the
following model Hamiltonian:

ĤM
�0� = �

�

��� + e���t��d�
†d� + �

���

t��d�
†d�, �2�

where d�
† and d� are creation and annihilation operators in

the states ��� and ���t� is the �self-consistent� electrical po-
tential. The index � is used to mark single-electron states
�atomic orbitals� including the spin degree of freedom. The
parameters of a tight-binding model could be determined by
ab initio methods.3 This is a compromise, which allows us to
consider complex molecules with a relatively simple mini-
mal model.

Vibrations and the electron-vibron coupling are described
by the Hamiltonian20–23 ��=1�

ĤV = �
q

�qaq
†aq + �

��
�

q

	��
q �aq + aq

†�d�
†d�. �3�

Here, vibrations are considered as localized phonons and q is
an index labeling them, not the wave vector. The first term
describes free vibrons with the energy �q. The second term
represents the electron-vibron interaction. We include both
diagonal coupling, which describes a change of the electro-
static energy with the distance between atoms, and the off-
diagonal coupling, which describes the dependence of the
matrix elements t�� over the distance between atoms.

The isolated single-level electron-vibron model is de-
scribed by the Hamiltonian

ĤM+V = ��0 + e�0�d†d + �0a†a + 	�a† + a�d†d , �4�

where the first and second terms describe the free electron
state and the free vibron, and the third term is the electron-
vibron minimal coupling interaction.

The electrical potential of the molecule �0 plays an im-
portant role in transport at finite voltages. It describes the
shift of the molecular level by the bias voltage, which is
divided between the left lead �tip�, the right lead �substrate�,
and the molecule as �0=�R+
��L−�R�.24 We assume the
simplest linear dependence of the molecular potential �

=const�, but its nonlinear dependence25 can be easily in-
cluded in our model.

The Hamiltonians of the right �R� and left �L� leads read

Ĥi=L�R� = �
k�

��ik� + e�i�cik�
† cik�. �5�

�i�t� are the electrical potentials of the leads. Finally, the
tunneling Hamiltonian

ĤT = �
i=L,R

�
k�,�

�Vik�,�cik�
† d� + H.c.� �6�

describes the hopping between the leads and the molecule. A
direct hopping between two leads is neglected.

Though the model described above has a long history, the
many questions it implies are not answered up to now. While
the isolated electron-vibron model can be solved exactly by
the so-called polaron or Lang-Firsov transformation,26–28 the
coupling to the leads produces a true many-body problem.

The inelastic resonant tunneling of single electrons through
the localized state coupled to phonons was first considered in
Refs. 29–32. There, the exact solution in the single-particle
approximation was derived, ignoring completely the Fermi
sea in the leads. At strong electron-vibron couplings and
weak couplings to the leads, the satellites of the main reso-
nant peak are formed in the spectral function �Fig. 2�. The
number of the essential sidebands is determined by the well-
known Huang-Rhys factor33 S= �	 /�0�.2 The question which
remains is whether these sidebands can be observed in the
differential conductance when the coupling to all electrons in
the leads should be taken into account simultaneously. New
theoretical treatments were presented recently in Refs. 21–23
and 34–51. In parallel, the theory of inelastic resonant tun-
neling in scanning tunneling spectroscopy was
developed.52–57 For a recent review of the electron-vibron
problem and its relation to the molecular transport, see Ref.
58.

The essential progress in the calculation of transport prop-
erties in the strong electron-vibron interaction limit has been
made with the help of the master equation approach.37,40,45–47

This method, however, is valid only in the limit of very weak
molecule-to-lead coupling and neglects all spectral effects,
which are the most important at finite coupling to the leads.

III. METHOD

Our approach is based on the nonequilibrium Green func-
tion technique,59–61 which is now a standard method in me-
soscopic physics and molecular electronics. We follow the
formulation pioneered by Meir and Wingreen62 and Jauho
and co-workers.63–65 The case of intermediate and strong
electron-vibron couplings at finite tunneling rates is the most
interesting but also the most difficult. Only the approaches
by Flensberg38 and Galperin et al.48 exist, both starting from
the exact solution for the isolated system and then switching
on tunneling as a perturbation. Our approach is exact for
noninteracting systems with arbitrary tunneling coupling and
is approximate in the strong electron-vibron coupling limit
without tunneling. Still, its advantage is clear in the truly
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Spectral function at different electron-
vibron couplings: 	 /�0=0.4 �black�, 	 /�0=1.2 �blue/dark gray,
dashed�, and 	 /�0=2 �red/gray�; at �0 /�0=5, �L /�0=�R /�0=0.1.
In the inset, the spectral function at 	 /�0=1.2 is shown at a finite
voltage when the level is partially filled. Energies are in units of
��0.
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nonequilibrium formulation.
The current in the left �i=L� or right �i=R� contact to the

molecule is described by the well-known expression62,63

Ji=L,R =
ie

�
� d�

2
Tr	�i�� − e�i�„G����

+ f i
0�� − e�i��GR��� − GA����…
 , �7�

where f i
0��� is the equilibrium Fermi distribution function

with chemical potential �i �kB=1�

f i
0��� =

1

exp��� − �i�/T� + 1
, �8�

and the level-width function �i=L�R������i����� is

�i����� = 2�
k�

Vik�,�Vik�,�
* ��� − �ik�� . �9�

The lesser �retarded, advanced� Green function matrix of
a nonequilibrium molecule G��R,A��G��

��R,A� can be found
from the Dyson-Keldysh equations in the integral form

GR��� = G0
R��� + G0

R����R���GR��� , �10�

G���� = GR��������GA��� , �11�

or from the corresponding equations in the differential form
�see, e.g., Refs. 19 and 20 and references therein�.

Here,

�R,� = �L
R,��T� + �R

R,��T� + �R,��V� �12�

is the total self-energy of the molecule composed of the tun-
neling �coupling to the left and right leads� self-energies

� j=L,R
R,��T� � � j��

R,��T� = �
k�

	Vjk�,�
* Gjk�

R,�Vjk�,�
 �13�

and the vibronic self-energy �R,��V�����
R,��V�.

For the retarded tunneling self-energy �i
R�T�, one obtains

�i
R�T���� = �i�� − e�i� −

i

2
�i�� − e�i� , �14�

where �i is the real part of the self-energy, which can usually

be included in the single-particle Hamiltonian ĤM
�0�, and �i

describes level broadening due to coupling to the leads. For
the corresponding lesser function, one finds

�i
��T���� = i�i�� − e�i�f i

0�� − e�i� . �15�

In the standard self-consistent Born approximation, using
the Keldysh technique, one obtains the following for the vi-
bronic self-energies:19–21,23,40–43,54–57,61,64

�R�V���� =
i

2�
q
� d�

2
�MqG�−�

R MqDq�
K + MqG�−�

K MqDq�
R

− 2Dq�=0
�0�R Mq Tr�G�

�Mq�� , �16�

���V���� = i�
q
� d�

2
MqG�−�

� MqDq�
� , �17�

where GK=2G�+GR−GA is the Keldysh Green function and
Mq�M��

q .
Here, we assume that the vibrons are in equilibrium and

are not excited by the current, so that the self-consistent Born
approximation is a good starting point. The vibron Green
function is assumed to be equilibrium with the broadening
defined by the external thermal bath �see for details Refs. 20,
21, 41, 42, and 58�.

IV. RESULTS

For the single-level model, all equations are significantly
simplified. Combining JL and JR, the expression for the cur-
rent can be written for energy independent �L�R� �wideband
limit� as

J =
e

h

�L�R

�R + �L
� d�A����f0�� − e�L� − f0�� − e�R�� .

�18�

It looks as simple as the Landauer-Büttiker formula, but it is
not trivial because the spectral density A���=−2 Im GR���
now depends on the distribution function of the electrons in
the fluctuating molecule and hence the applied voltage, �L
=−�R=V /2.19 Indeed, GR��� can be found from Eq. �10�,

GR��� =
1

� − �̃0 − �R�V���� + i��L + �R�/2
, �19�

where �R�V���� is a functional of the electron distribution
function inside a molecule. Actually, the lesser function
G���� is used in the quantum kinetic formalism as a distri-
bution function. In the single-level case, the usual distribu-
tion function can be introduced through the relation

G���� = iA���f��� . �20�

Note the essential difference between symmetric ��L

=�R� and asymmetric junctions. It is clear from the nonin-
teracting solution of the transport problem. Neglecting for a
moment the vibron self-energies, we obtain the noninteract-
ing distribution function

f��� =
�LfL

0�� − e�L� + �RfR
0�� − e�R�

�L + �R
. �21�

For strongly asymmetric junctions �e.g., �L��R�, the distri-
bution function remains close to the equilibrium function in
the right lead fR

0��−e�R�, thus essentially simplifying the so-
lution. On the other hand, for symmetric junctions, the dis-
tribution function has the double-step form and is very dif-
ferent from the equilibrium one.

A typical example of the spectral function at zero voltage
is shown in Fig. 2. At a finite voltage, it should be calculated
self-consistently. In the inset, the spectral function of the
symmetric junction at a finite voltage is shown. It is changed
essentially because the distribution function is changed.
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Let us discuss a general picture of the vibronic transport
in symmetric and asymmetric single-molecule junctions, pro-
vided in experiments with the molecular bridges and scan-
ning tunneling microscope �STM�-to-molecule junctions, re-
spectively. The differential conductance, calculated at
different molecule-to-lead couplings, is shown in Figs. 3
�symmetric� and 4 �asymmetric�. At weak couplings, the vi-
bronic sideband peaks are observed, reproducing the corre-
sponding peaks in the spectral function. At strong couplings,
the broadening of the electronic state hides the sidebands,
and some features become visible. In the symmetric junction,
a suppression of the conductance at V� ±��0 takes place as
a result of inelastic scattering of the coherently transformed
from the left lead to the right lead electrons. In the asymmet-
ric junction �Fig. 4�, the usual IETS increase of the conduc-
tance is observed at a negative voltage V�−��0; this feature
is weak and can be observed only in the incoherent tail of the
resonant conductance. We conclude that the vibronic contri-
bution to the conductance can be distinguished clearly in
both coherent and tunneling limits.

Now, let us discuss the particular situation of STS
experiments.15–18 Here, we concentrate mainly on the depen-
dence on the tip-to-molecule distance.16 When the tip �left

lead in our notations� is far from the molecule, the junction is
strongly asymmetric, �L��R and 
→0, and the conduc-
tance is similar to that shown in Fig. 4. When the tip is close
to the molecule, the junction is approximately symmetric,
�L�R and 
0.5, and the conductance curve is of the type
shown in Fig. 3. We calculated the transformation of the
conductance from the asymmetric to the symmetric case
�Fig. 5�. It is one feature that appeared in the asymmetric
case due to the fact that we started from a finite parameter

=0.2 �in Fig. 4, 
=0�, namely, a single peak at negative
voltages, which is shifted to a smaller voltage in the sym-
metric junction. The form and behavior of this peak are in
agreement with experimental results.16

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, at weak molecule-to-lead �tip, substrate�
coupling, the usual vibronic sideband peaks in the differen-
tial conductance are observed; at stronger coupling to the
leads �broadening�, these peaks are transformed into steplike
features. A vibronic-induced decrease of the conductance
with voltage is observed in high-conductance junctions. The
usual IETS feature �increase of the conductance� can be ob-
served only in the case of low off-resonant conductance. By
changing independently the bias voltage and the tip position,
it is possible to determine the energy of molecular orbitals
and the spectrum of molecular vibrations. In the multilevel
systems with a strong electron-electron interaction, further
effects, such as Coulomb blockade and Kondo effect, could
dominate over the physics which we address here; these ef-
fects have to be included in a subsequent step.
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FIG. 3. Differential conductance of a symmetric junction �

=0.5,�R=�L� at different molecule-to-lead couplings, from �L /�0

=0.1 �lower curve� to �L /�0=10 �upper curve�, 	 /�0=1 and
�0 /�0=2. Voltage is in units of ��0 /e.
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FIG. 4. Differential conductance of an asymmetric junction �

=0,�R=20�L� at different molecule-to-lead couplings, from
�R /�0=0.2 �lower curve� to �R /�0=4 �upper curve�, 	 /�0=2 and
�0 /�0=5. The voltage is in units of ��0 /e.
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Differential conductance at different
molecule-to-STM couplings �see the text�—from asymmetric junc-
tion with �L /�0=0.025, �R /�0=0.5, and 
=0.2 �lower curve, blue/
dark gray thick line� to symmetric junction with �L /�0=�R /�0

=0.5, and 
=0.5 �upper curve, red/gray thick line�—	 /�0=1 and
�0 /�0=2. Voltage is in units of ��0 /e.
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